Connect Like a Piece in a Jigsaw Puzzle
My son, here we are again at this lovely time of the day. I’m enjoying our time together and I hope
you do too. You should feel enthused and enthroned as we meet and I impart into you something of
myself each day (each time).
Be careful of what XXXXX1 had to say yesterday. I sent you to her to connect with her as part of
your networking, but not everything she said was for you (relevant for you). She is a great lady, but
you must temper what she says through her enthusiasm so you are not distracted from my tasks
for you. Yes, she is excited. Yes, she hears rhema from me. But you must hear from me. Don’t be led
along by others, as this leads to ‘blowing by every wind of doctrine’. Sink your roots firmly into me so
I can guide you independently of others.
You are unique and your path – the road you travel – is unique. It requires you to connect to me like
a piece in a jigsaw puzzle because it’s only your perfect connection to me that fits you into your
future. I’m building a mosaic and you have your place in the end product. It’s this unique bond
(connection) with me that I’m after from you – and from everyone. This uniqueness leads to the
future. Those who have rejected it and conformed have missed much of what I’ve had for them. I
haven’t been able to use them as I wanted. My purposes were not ultimately completed in them. Still,
they were (are) mine, but I want it to be different with you. You are a prototype and your
connection with me feeds into what you must become. Becoming who you are really meant to be
takes time and effort, but it’s your intimate connection with me that draws you into your destiny –
into all that I have for you.
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